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NOTES FROM

JESSICA DANGLES’ TIPS FOR
INTERNATIONAL WORK:

THE DEAN
At et lamusam susciis

get out of your comfort zone.

Working directly with individuals from other
cultures can be extremely rewarding.
speak the universal language of friendship.

“Welcome to DePaul.” At first it sounds like a simple greeting,
but since my arrival in early July, I have come to understand
its deeper significance. “Welcome to DePaul” is more than
a welcome to a place. It is a welcome into an extraordinary
experience. I am truly honored to serve as dean of DePaul’s
foundational college and to advocate for the value of the
experience we offer. In delivering that experience, we depend
on every member of the LAS community, including our alumni
and friends. I look forward to welcoming you back to campus
and to learning more about your experience at DePaul.

Language barriers can be difficult, but being friendly
and open is something that translates in every culture.
learn to think and do your homework.

Research and critical-thinking skills are assets in
whatever you choose to do.
give to get.

Expect to “do good,” but discover that you will
receive much more than you are able to give.

Meanwhile, I invite our interim dean, Lucy Rinehart, to
introduce the issue—and I thank her for her service to our
college during the past 18 months.
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The explicit subject of one article—translation—sets the theme for the issue.
“Translation” means, literally, “carrying across,” as in the “carrying across” of
meaning from the source to the target language. However, as Professor Will
McNeill notes on page 4, translation is never merely “a technical enterprise of
substituting one word for another.” It is a dialogue, a negotiation of meaning
during which you learn as much about your own language as you do about the
other. As such, translation is an apt analogy for the work our colleagues and
students do in the spaces not only between different languages and cultures but
also between disciplines and between classroom and world.
Wesleyan University President Michael Roth, the author of Beyond the University:
Why Liberal Education Matters, told students this past spring that the goal of
every college graduate should be to “translate” what they’ve learned in class, be
it a history or religion or biology class, into “something that was never part of
that class.” This capacity, he notes, is developed through “inquiry unbounded by
discipline.” By design, study and teaching in LAS are fundamentally interdisciplinary,
committed to the proposition that problems and puzzles are best understood
when we look at them from many angles and through many lenses. Accordingly,
LAS faculty have been ready participants in the university’s Innovation Through
Collaboration initiative discussed on page 10. In the last 18 months, 26 faculty
from 14 departments received funding to work on 17 collaborative research and
curricular development projects with colleagues from across the university.
The power of translation that such interdisciplinary study nurtures has never been
more necessary than now, when, as the story on the current political climate on
page 11 makes clear, we are all increasingly tuned to our own channels, attentive
to the accounts of experience and explanations of change that we already know
how to hear. It is incumbent upon us in LAS to continue to prepare students like
alumna Jessica Dangles (page 3) who effectively “speak many languages,” and to
work together with our colleagues in other colleges in doing so.
The arrival of our new dean, with his multidisciplinary background, international
training, and track record of successful forward-looking leadership, positions us
well to do just this—and more! Please read more about Dean Guillermo Vásquez de
Velasco on page 14 and join me in welcoming him to DePaul!
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right away, and I thought it would be a good fit based on my
educational and professional background.”

ALUMNA PROMOTES
PEOPLE AS OUR
GREATEST RESOURCE
Jessica Dangles (Women’s and Gender Studies ’08) is the epitome
of a people person. An outgoing health care professional who
moonlights as a social media and marketing strategist and writer,
Dangles seeks out good people and good causes in her off hours
as well, a habit developed during her years as an undergraduate
women’s and gender studies student. Her current passion is Spark
Ventures, a Chicago-based nonprofit that works with grassroots
organizations in Zambia and Nicaragua to find sustainable ways
to help lift communities out of poverty through education, proper
nutrition and health care.

Traveling to Nicaragua with Spark Ventures last November was a
life-changing experience for Dangles. Spark’s partner organization
in that country, Las Tías, is an excellent example of the kind of
social entrepreneurship Dangles believes can have a huge impact
in underserved communities. Las Tías was started by eight women
merchants in 1989 to serve vulnerable children in their community.
“I had the opportunity to visit one of the homes of the children
in the youth program,” says Dangles. “His mother told our
group that his grades had improved since getting involved in
Las Tías, and that his father had learned carpentry through their
vocational training program.”
Dangles credits the women’s and gender studies program with
strengthening her writing and public-speaking skills, invaluable
assets in every internship and job she’s had to date. Shortly after
starting the program, she secured her dream internship working
to support women and girls at a health care agency.
“In that role, I could really see how my coursework could
translate into a career,” says Dangles. “Several years after
finishing the program, I found myself teaching at an all-girls
government school in central Thailand.”

“I serve on the Young Professionals of Spark (YPS),” says Dangles.
“The YPS works closely with Spark staff to raise funds and
awareness, put on events and provide strategic guidance. My work
is primarily in communications, and I help promote events, update
social media and write for the Spark blog.”

Dangles points to her first class with Associate Professor Laila
Farah as inspiring her interest in international perspectives, the
concentration she eventually chose for her major. “I enjoyed
all the classes I took with Dr. Farah—Women in Transnational
Contexts, Women in Film and Women in the Middle East. I
loved the international component to all of those courses.”

Dangles got involved with Spark Ventures by attending one of their
fundraising events with a friend. “That night I learned about their
model of business-driven philanthropy and the work they do to
promote the education and professional development of girls on
an international level,” she says. “I knew I wanted to get involved

Dangles is thankful for the choices she made and the work
she did as a DePaul undergraduate. “During my time at
DePaul, I often heard that you could do anything with a
women’s and gender studies degree,” she remarks. “I have to
say that it is true!”
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THE ECHO OF TRANSLATION
las faculty translators discuss the challenges and creativity of their work

Avid readers have access to the best novelists, poets, playwrights, philosophers, historians and social scientists the world
over thanks to the efforts of dedicated translators. Translation is an art that requires patience and a keen understanding
of the languages and cultures with which the translator is working, offering practitioners unique challenges and joys.

HEIDEGGER
William McNeill, professor in the
Department of Philosophy, is a scholar
and translator of the works of German
philosopher Martin Heidegger. A
recent project is a translation, done in
collaboration with Julia Ireland, assistant
professor of philosophy at Whitman
College in Walla Walla, Wash., of
Heidegger’s main lecture courses on the
German poet Friedrich Hölderlin.
“We find Heidegger’s readings on poetry
to be thought-provoking and extremely
rich, and also the most challenging kind
of material to have to translate because
there’s so much interpretation involved,”
McNeill says. “You have to develop
a feel for literature, for poetry, for
poetic language. It’s not just a technical

ARABIC LITERATURE
Nesreen Akhtarkhavari, associate professor
and director of the Arabic program in
the Department of Modern Languages,
serves as the editor of a new series on
Arabic literature and language published
by Michigan State University Press. “The
purpose of this series is to publish English
translations of Arabic literature from less
commonly translated regions of the Arab
world,” says Akhtarkhavari. “We invite the
writers and readers in these countries to
help identify the literature that really tells
the story of the place and the people.”
Akhtarkhavari, herself a member of the
Jordanian Writers Society, decided to start
the series by translating a collection of

Published by Via Sapientiae, 2016
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enterprise of substituting one word
for another.” McNeill finds translating
Heidegger particularly complicated
because “he takes the German language
and does weird things with it, changes it
a lot, transforms it a lot, creates a lot of
new words and new concepts.”
McNeill cites Heidegger’s own thoughts
on translation: “He talks about how
translation is a dialogue with the foreign.
And because our own language is
already foreign—English is infused with
Latin and Greek—there’s a sense in
which we also already think in a Greek
way and we think in a Latin way, but
without really knowing or understanding
that. Rightly done, the process of
translation can help make us more
sensitive about our own language.”

Michael Naas, professor in the Department
of Philosophy, and Pascale-Anne Brault,
professor and director of the French
program in the Department of Modern
Languages, have long been immersed in
the works of French-Algerian philosopher
Jacques Derrida. Between them, they have
translated nine volumes of his work. For
the last eight years, they have been part
of a long-term project to translate all of
Derrida’s seminars.
For 42 years, Derrida would come to class
with a fully written-out text of 20 to 30
pages in length. Taken together, these
lectures fill 42 400-page books on the
history of philosophy known only to those
who attended the seminars. “Because
they were meant as teaching instruments,
they really do show a different aspect of
Derrida, the pedagogue,” Naas says.
The translation team includes three
faculty from DePaul—Brault, Naas and
Elizabeth Rottenberg, associate professor of
philosophy and director of the comparative

Michael Naas and
Pascale-Anne Brault

literature program. The volumes are
published by University of Chicago Press;
the series editors are Geoffrey Bennington
(Emory) and Peggy Kamuf (University of
Southern California).“Every summer we get
together at the IMEC Archives in Normandy,
France, where Derrida’s papers are housed,

ECO AND OTHER ITALIAN THINKERS

The History of Beyng” (Indiana University Press,
2015) is the most recently published of Will McNeill’s
six co-translations of Martin Heidegger’s work.

poetry by the prominent Jordanian poet
Tayseer al-Sboul from Arabic into English.
That volume was followed by translation of
a novella by the same writer that deals with
1967’s Six-Day War with Israel, together
with several short stories. “Al-Sboul talks
about his own feelings. He talks about
political parties. He talks about censorship
in Jordan. The story is very representative
of the Arab world at the time, and also
mirrors what’s happening now.”
Lesser-known works are also part of the
program. “For example, I translated the
Arabic poems of Rumi with a co-translator,
an American poet,” says Akhtarkhavari.
“Rumi is famous in the West, but only his
Persian poems are translated.”

THE DERRIDA SEMINARS

"Desert Sorrows"was named one of World
Literature Today's 75 Notable Translations of 2015.

dialogue the negotiation that you need
between the two languages and two
worlds,” she says.

Caterina Mongiat Farina, associate
professor and director of the Italian
program in the Department of Modern
Languages, researches questions of
language, rhetoric and identity in Italian
literature at the beginning and end of
modernity. “Translation is, in a way, part
of this effort,” she says. “When I translate,
I’m very focused on how the new
language will shape a new identity and a
new world for the book.”
Among Mongiat Farina’s translations is
Italian writer Umberto Eco’s seminal book
“How to Write a Thesis.” Umberto Eco is
best known in this country as the novelist
who wrote “The Name of the Rose,” but
he was also well known as a philosopher,
semiotician and professor. Says Mongiat
Farina,“I was immediately excited about
the opportunity to translate this manual,
because it’s a book that I myself used
in the early 2000s to write my own
undergraduate thesis.”
Mongiat Farina brought her skills as a
native Italian speaker with more than

to discuss and work on the translations
with graduate students from our various
institutions,” Naas says. “The hope is to
train the next generation of translators of
Derrida’s seminars. We’ve published four
of them, and it takes a good year to do
one. So, there’s another 40 years to go.”

Caterina Mongiat Farina

a decade of education and teaching in
the United States to the task. Her cotranslator, Geoff Farina, a native English
speaker who teaches at DePaul’s School
of Music and has an MA in writing,
offered a native ear for the language of
the final, translated version. “Having a
native speaker in both languages is ideal
because you can establish through your

“This is a classic manual, first published
by Eco for his students in 1977,” she
continues. “We wanted to be faithful
to it, but we also wanted to write
something exciting and relevant to our
own students.” Mongiat Farina gives an
example of the type of translation issues
they faced. “In our translation, Eco says,
‘I’m trying to demonstrate here how to
cook a meal with meat and potatoes, not
with gourmet ingredients.’ The original
language doesn’t talk about meat and
potatoes, which are not iconic dishes in
Italy. Instead, he talked about dried figs
and exotic fruits. We constantly had to
think and be creative with solutions for
expressions like these, so the dried figs
became meat and potatoes.”

For more LAS faculty publications,
turn to page 13.
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PLUGGED-IN
PEDAGOGY

Learning outside the classroom box
What makes for a great education? Classroom lectures, labs,
papers, and tests may be what older graduates remember. But
today, technological advances have opened up incredible new
ways for students to learn. The DePaul Online Teaching Series,
winner of the 2012 Sloan Consortium Award for Excellence in
Faculty Development for Online Teaching, helps train faculty
to become successful facilitators of online learning. With the
support of this program and the Faculty Instructional Technology
Services staff, LAS faculty have developed fully online courses,
but also many “hybrid” courses, which blend classroom
instruction with online learning. For busy students who may
be juggling a full course load and an internship or job, hybrid
courses offer a chance to optimize how and when they learn.
For faculty, hybrid courses encourage new delivery methods and
creative assignments as well as increase the opportunities to
engage with students inside and outside the classroom.
Bradley Hoot, assistant professor of Spanish in the Department of
Modern Languages, was a prime mover behind developing the
hybrid versions of DePaul’s basic Spanish courses. “The idea was
that the department wanted to modernize our courses and offer
additional flexibility to students,” he explains. “Research shows
that what’s important in language learning is using the language,”
he says. “You can take the stuff like grammar and vocabulary that
doesn’t require being in a classroom and put it online. Students get
all these stored resources, so they’ve got access to every grammar
explanation given over the course, and can work at their own pace.”
In addition, online resources can be integrated into the class, such
as explanatory videos with annotations, scripts and subtitles and
quizzes that can be taken immediately after viewing the videos
to assess comprehension. Effectively, the traditional language
lab has moved online. However, notes Hoot, “We still have a
language lab, now called the language learning center, which has
been reconceptualized into a multipurpose, multiuse space for
hosting tutoring, clubs and special events.” This social space gives
students another way to share language learning face to face.
R. Noam Ostrander, associate professor and chair of the
Department of Social Work, has been teaching Human Behavior
and the Social Environment and Adult Psychopathology as hybrid
courses for five years. He says, “Often I use the hybrid modality to
essentially set up a ‘flipped’ classroom, which means that students
are getting the theories and the vast majority of the content on
their own through various modules or assignments connected to
them. Then, when we’re in class, we are freed up to practice the
skills and apply the theory.”
The first hybrid class Associate Professor of Spanish Juana
Goergen taught was a course on Latin American culture and
communication. Students worked online outside of class using
interactive video games, video documentaries, films, songs and
interviews. Goergen narrated PowerPoint presentations to serve
as online lectures for the class.
In their classroom, the students practice their Spanish through
oral presentations and discussions about their digital assignments.

https://via.library.depaul.edu/insights/vol1/iss7/1
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They also offer their reactions to topics covered in the text for the
course. “For example, we start with geography and climate and
how that affects culture,” Goergen says. “The online geography
game, which is part of a series of video games designed for
higher education, confronts the students with their knowledge of
Latin American geography and asks them to consider how Chile’s
or Ecuador’s location on the path of the St. Andreas Fault affects
the political or economic stability,” says Goergen.

Adjusting to change
Ostrander has learned a lot about teaching hybrid courses
over the years. “There are myriad ways that one can structure
the online portion,” he explains. “You can develop narrated
PowerPoints and video-recorded lectures. I haven’t gotten that
fancy.” He has used a scavenger hunt within the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders to acclimate students to the
manual, as well as videos that ask students to match the disorders
depicted with specific diagnostic criteria. Other tools he uses
include clinical videos available on YouTube or a TED Talk.
“I was nervous that I’d spend a lot of time doing tech support.
But as I quickly found out, my students had more experience with
online or distance learning than I did,” Ostrander says.
“This is a generation where the sensory experience is important,”
Goergen reflects. This became very apparent when she had her
students write a rap for a module on education. “In this rap, the
students are saying, ‘Stop telling us about the Roman Empire,
show us the Roman Empire,’” she continues. “So for me, the
hybrid modality has allowed me to show the students that you
can hear those moments, that you can see those moments and
be part of it. I did it as an experiment, but I was so overwhelmed
with joy when I saw how enthusiastic they were.”
“Students are natural researchers,” Goergen enthuses. “They are
Googling everything. They are permanently engaged. Whenever
they do their oral presentations, they include a video or another
documentary or game that I didn’t know about. So it enriches me,
it enriches the rest of the class.”

Game-changing learning
Ostrander is sold on the value of hybrid education, particularly
for his social work students. “Social work is very much a
practice-learning field, so to be able to come together and
really just work on applying the material, that part has been
fantastic,” he says. “It’s great to have students work in groups
and create their own little communities of practice where they
can think more deeply about the material and struggle through
it and have more time for dialogue.”
“The goal and pride of the teacher is to reach the heart of a
student,” Goergen asserts. “I say it for my peers, but it’s what I
said to myself when I converted my classes to a hybrid format.
If we want to serve our students and our disciplines well, we
need to accommodate our teaching practice to the times in
which we are living.”
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ACCESS ART
Under a new
DePaul-Art Institute
partnership,
undergraduates
get unlimited
free access to the
museum

D

ePaul faculty and students know the perks
of having Chicago as their classroom.
The opportunities to learn about and
teach everything from Latino culture to the
history of surgery are as close as a CTA ride
to one of the city’s many cultural institutions. However,
one premier Chicago museum has been harder to access.
The Art Institute of Chicago (AIC) is mere steps from
DePaul’s Loop campus, but its entrance fee and limited free
days have discouraged budget-conscious students from
exploring it regularly.
Until now.
Under a new Art Institute University Partner Program,
which was funded with unrestricted gifts to the College of
Liberal Arts and Social Sciences, all undergraduates have
been granted membership, with full access to the museum’s
general and special exhibits, lectures and programs, as
well as its libraries. In addition, the twice-yearly DePaul
University Nights will offer alumni, faculty, students, staff

by Via Sapientiae, 2016
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and their guests free entry and a chance to hear DePaul
faculty and students present lectures and workshops.
The first such event was held May 26 (see page 15), and
another is planned for this fall.

in the pre-Colombian collection or a painting in the
American Art section, students recognize that you cannot
fully understand a work of visual culture until you are
actually confronting it face to face.”

Joanna Gardner-Huggett, associate professor and chair
of the History of Art and Architecture Department, is
thrilled about DePaul’s new status as an Art Institute
University Partner. “Given the encyclopedic nature of the
museum, just about every culture, every geography, every
chronology is represented,” she says. “We have 15 faculty
who teach about the art of just about every continent and
every time period, so it’s also very important for us to be
able to show that comprehensive art world to students.
What’s really important for students is having access to
objects to study them closely.”

The program has quickly become a crucial resource for
DePaul’s First-Year Program. As soon as DePaul confirmed its
partnership in October 2015, many Chicago Quarter classes
took advantage of the opportunity, including Read and Walk
Chicago, Chicago’s Black Cultural Renaissance, Sculpture in
Chicago and Chicago’s Natural and Built Environments. This
coming fall, incoming first-year students will be invited to
the second DePaul University Night, scheduled for Sept. 22.

Delia Cosentino, associate professor of the history of art
and architecture, who initiated the proposal to develop the
partnership, agrees. “Students have been very responsive
to standing before a work of art. Whether it’s a sculpture

John Shanahan, associate dean, director of the Liberal
Studies Program and associate professor of English, sees
benefits for all DePaul students, not just those studying
the visual arts. “There are lots of different ways students
can appreciate the riches at the Art Institute,” he says.
“College of Computing and Digital Media students, like
their LAS peers, might be interested in digital arts, as

well as works in more traditional formats. Law students
might consider issues of intellectual property or forgery.
Students in the Driehaus College of Business can study
how to assess value or understand the global art market. In
addition, DePaul recently created a museum studies minor,
and the unlimited access for undergraduates provides them
with a perfect opportunity to dig deep into the workings of
AIC as an institution.”
Gardner-Huggett adds that it is very important to
numerous disciplines to develop skills of visual observation.
“There are professors in medical schools who take their
students to spend two hours with an object, and then
carefully describe it as practice for how they might read an
X-ray or an MRI,” she says.
Cosentino says, “I think the fact that all of the
undergraduates across the colleges have access reminds
us that visual culture is an essential component of a life
well lived. It’s something I think St. Vincent de Paul himself
would have said is important.”
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FACULTY TEAM UP FOR INNOVATIVE
RESEARCH
As part of a universitywide initiative to encourage collaboration across campus,
DePaul has been offering grants to faculty who want to pursue research
projects and curricular development with colleagues from other disciplines and
colleges. Here are some of the exciting projects involving LAS faculty.

DIGITAL HUMANITIES
Can reading experiences be quantified? For
John Shanahan, associate dean, director
of liberal studies and associate professor
of English, Robin Burke, professor of
computing in the College of Computing
and Digital Media, and Megan Bernal,
associate university librarian for information
technology and discovery services, the
answer is “yes!” Their collaboration, the
Reading Chicago Reading project, grew out
of the English Department’s participation in
the Chicago Public Library’s One Book One
Chicago program, which invites Chicagoarea residents to read the same book at the
same time. “To me, CPL’s One Book program
appeared to be a repeating way to take the
literary pulse of the city,” says Shanahan.
The project combines years of circulation
data with data about books loaned during
multiple seasons of the One Book program.
The research team works to build models
that help inform librarians and others about
promotional efforts and citywide reading
patterns. Among the project’s numerous
grants is a digital humanities startup grant
from the National Endowment for the
Humanities. Shanahan says, “We can get
insights into how various segments of the
population of a diverse metropolitan area
elect to read, or not read, a common text.
To me, that is very exciting.”

resources at the graduate level from around
the college and build a program to train
public service leaders in research and
analytics,” says Condon.
The collaborators envision a series of
workshops for graduate students and
community-based professionals from the
public and nonprofit sectors. They also intend
to combine existing courses to construct a
graduate certificate program in public service
research and analytics and a series of new
courses they’re calling The Practicum in Equity
Research. “Fernando has a really exciting
class in health equity where he takes his
students through some advanced statistical
skills,” says Condon. “We’re developing a
similar course at the graduate level.”
CIVIC ENGAGEMENT

ANALYTIC RESEARCH TRAINING

Hilary Conklin, program leader and associate
professor of secondary social studies,
and Molly Andolina, associate chair and
associate professor of political science, are
observing Chicago Public Schools classrooms
as part of a research project examining
Mikva Challenge’s Project Soapbox
curriculum, a civic education program
for high school students. Their project,
“Fostering Student Voice: A Case Study of
the Impact of Participatory Civic Education
on Secondary Students’ Literacy and Civic
Skills,” runs through summer 2016 with
additional funding from Spencer Foundation
and Brinson Foundation grants.

“Doing Good Through Data” is a
collaborative instructional fellowship that
teams Assistant Professor Meghan Condon
and Associate Professor Christopher Einolf,
both of the School of Public Service, with
Fernando De Maio, associate professor of
sociology and director of the newly founded
Center for Community Health Equity.
“Our goal is to draw together instructional

“The public-speaking curriculum seems
to hold real potential for helping youth
develop important skills,” Conklin says.
She also notes that “the project will allow
us to determine the potential for closing
what previous studies have identified as a
civic education opportunity gap between
students in the best-funded schools and
those in classrooms with fewer resources.”

https://via.library.depaul.edu/insights/vol1/iss7/1
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Sarah Read and Tim French

COMMUNICATING SCIENCE
Writing training for student scientists is
usually limited to formatting. Tim French,
assistant professor of chemistry, knows that
working scientists need more. “One skill we
want all of our graduates in chemistry to
have is the ability to communicate clearly
and accurately scientific facts," Read says.
Enter Sarah Read, assistant professor
of writing, rhetoric and discourse. The
pair received a collaboration grant to codevelop and co-teach Science Writing and
Communication for master’s students in the
chemistry department. They work concurrently
in the classroom. “Sarah will lecture for a little
bit, I’ll lecture and oftentimes we’ll interject
in each other’s discussion with the students,”
French explains. “For example, she’ll talk about
something from the rhetorical perspective and
then ask, ‘What are some of the specific things
you’ve seen in chemistry journals?’”
“The larger picture of what we’re doing is
really a model that can hopefully be adapted
across different departments in the College
of Science and Health and possibly into the
undergraduate curriculum,” says Read.

CAN OUR
POLITICAL SYSTEM
BE SAVED?
Many people across the United States have been asking
themselves this question as they’ve watched extreme rhetoric and
actions crowd out civil discourse and compromise. As the Bob
Dylan song goes, “The times they are a-changin’,” but what do
the rhetoric and actions signify for our civic life and our country?
Ben Epstein, assistant professor of political science, is captivated
by the idea “that this could be the first election in a very long
time, maybe the first election ever, that could actually change the
balance of power in all three branches at the same time.” The
new president will propose a nominee to the Supreme Court,
possibly changing its ideological makeup, and the Democratic
Party could take control of the U.S. Senate. “That’s just a really
historically amazing thing to comprehend,” he says.
Molly Andolina, associate professor of political science, counts the
political behavior of young people among her areas of expertise.
The 2016 election cycle has revealed to her common misperceptions
of the young electorate: “There’s a myth that young people aren’t
serious, that they volunteer because they want to put it on their
resume. I see in my work and as a faculty member the sacrifices
that young people are making because they want to effect political,
social and environmental change motivated by a deep desire
to make the world a better place.” She says there is a liberalprogressive “tint” to the generation, but “that young people reflect
whatever the broader waves are,” citing as evidence the majority of
the youth vote that went to Ronald Reagan in the 1980s.
Wayne Steger, professor of political science, observes, “We have
a constitutional system that requires cooperation or compromise,
but we have political parties, political party activists, and partisans

at the mass level who absolutely deny the acceptability of
compromises. The pressing issue for me is whether our political
system can sustain for any long period of time such phenomenal
differences of opinion.”
The election has highlighted how social media and partisan news
and opinion outlets have fragmented the population and made
the term “common good” seem quaint. But are we as divided a
country as we’ve been portrayed?
“Research by scholars at Stanford and the University of
California-Berkeley shows that partisanship has replaced race as a
fundamental divider in American society,” says Steger. “People are
avoiding people they disagree with rather than avoiding politics.”
Epstein has a more optimistic view of the situation: “The loudest
and the most extreme voices are the ones that are heard more. I
think they lead to political polarization, but they don’t necessarily
represent how many people feel. Individual Americans are much
more nuanced than that. They might be socially liberal and fiscally
conservative. For example, they might feel differently today about
gay marriage than they did 20 years ago.”
Andolina believes we can still find common ground if people are
trained to listen to each other. “I try to make sure that there’s a space
in the classroom for a diversity of opinions. I really want my students
to be able to talk across difference, to ask somebody they disagree
with about where they’re coming from, to try to understand their
perspective, to see what they have in common. If I can teach them to
even consider that dialogue, then I will feel they’ve left my classroom
with some skills that are essential to democracy.”
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SUPPORTING
FACULTY
RESEARCH
Learn more about the Social Science Research
Center, the in-house consulting and problemsolving service for LAS faculty researchers.

Students attend college to learn from expert faculty the
life- and career-enhancing knowledge that will help them
earn their degrees and inform their post-graduation years.
But where do faculty turn when they need help in their
continuing pursuit of knowledge? In the College of Liberal
Arts and Social Sciences, they turn to the Social Science
Research Center (SSRC).

FACULTY PUBLICATIONS

Established in 2008 after more than a decade of discussion
and planning, the SSRC was initially envisioned by former LAS
Charles “Chuck” Suchar as a consulting service for faculty
in the social sciences. Over its eight years of existence, the
SSRC has evolved into what its director, Greg Scott, calls “a
scholarship and creative activity support center” for faculty
throughout the college.
“Our bread and butter is working with individual faculty one
on one,” Scott says. “We work with about 100 or so LAS
faculty a year.”
Scott emphasizes that the SSRC has a strong focus on
capacity-building, that is, helping faculty enhance their ability
to evaluate and address their research questions and choose
among various research methodologies. “We can help them
to organize the data and analyze it, report on it and get
creative with it. If we don’t know exactly what to advise, then
we spend time figuring it out,” he explains.
For example, Scott says, a researcher may want to do a
visual analysis of 2,000 Instagram photos that provides very
precise detail about the structural attributes of the photos.
“We may know exactly how to do that, but we’ll spend a
week learning best practices when it comes to analyzing
visual data from large, open-access data sources. Then, we’ll
present the faculty with a background document along with
a sort of tutorial on how to do it.” The center also may help
faculty construct effective grant applications to fund the
research and provide copyediting for grant proposals, journal
articles and book drafts, as well as expertise in writing and
submitting protocols for research involving human subjects.
The nuts and bolts of research may be at the heart of the
SSRC’s mission, but its ability to bring people together is
arguably more valuable. Scott says, “Most of our efforts
really involve getting at the informal areas of faculty life,
because that’s where a lot of the work gets done. We facilitate
collaboration, like a monthly happy hour for people who are
interesting in collaborating with people outside their discipline.
We’re like a research Tinder for academics.”

Learn more about the Center by
reading re/search, the SSRC blog, at
ssrcdepaul.wordpress.com.
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Religion, Gender, and Kinship
in Colonial New France

Field Hospital

Lisa Poirier, assistant professor
in the Department of Religious
Studies, explores the ways
in which French and Native
American men and women
reimagined kinship and
negotiated cross-cultural
encounters in early 17thcentury New France. (Syracuse
University Press)

William T. Cavanaugh, professor
of Catholic studies and director of
the Center for World Catholicism
and Intercultural Theology,
adopts Pope Francis’s metaphor
of the church as field hospital as
he examines the intersection of
theology with themes of religious
freedom, economic injustice,
religious violence and other
pressing topics. (Wm. B. Eerdmans)

Women and Capitalism in the
Croatian Hinterland: The Practice
of Labor and Consumption

Medieval Coins and Seals:
Constructing Identity, Signifying
Power

Nila Ginger Hofman, associate
professor of anthropology,
examines the effects of postsocialist capitalism on the
lives of Croatian women. The
women consulted for this book
experienced two decades of
developing free-market capitalism,
as well as the disintegration of
the self-managing socialism that
existed in Yugoslavia from 1948
to 1991. (Rowman & Littlefield)

Susan Solway, history of art
and architecture professor,
edits a collection of essays by
art historians, numismatists,
sigillographers and historians on
a wide variety of coins and seals.
These scholars offer fresh insight
into these tantalizing relics of
medieval art and the vibrant
cultural roles they played at the
time of their creation. (Brepols
Publishers)

Romance Fiction and American
Culture: Love as the Practice of
Freedom?
Eric Selinger, professor of English,
and his co-editor, William Gleason,
bring together scholars from the
humanities, social sciences and
publishing to explore American
romance fiction from the last 200
years, confirming the complexity
and enduring importance of this
popular genre. (Routledge)

The General Will: The Evolution
of a Concept
David Lay Williams, professor
of political science, and his coeditor, James Farr, have curated
a set of essays that trace the
theological, political, formal
and substantive dimensions
of the concept of the general
will as understood by its
exponents and critics, including
Spinoza, Immanuel Kant, Alexis
de Tocqueville, Adam Smith
and John Rawls. (Cambridge
University Press)

The Courts, the Ballot Box, and
Gay Rights
Joseph Mello, assistant professor
of political science, uses the
battle for and against same-sex
marriage to develop a new way
to understand how such issues
are decided, and how important
context can be in determining the
policy outcome. (University Press
of Kansas)

Threshing Floors in Ancient
Israel
Jaime L. Waters, assistant
professor of Catholic studies,
discusses threshing floors,
originally used for agricultural
purposes, as sacred spaces as
she draws a more complete
picture of ancient Israelite social
life. (Augsburg Fortress Press)
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IN BRIEF
NEW LAS DEAN
NAMED
Guillermo Vásquez de
Velasco, an international
scholar, architect and urban
planner with three decades
of experience in higher
education, assumed his
new role as dean of LAS on
July 1. Born and raised in
Peru, Vásquez de Velasco
most recently served as
vice provost and professor
of architecture at Ball
State University in Muncie, Ind. He previously served as dean of the
College of Architecture and Planning at Ball State from 2007 to 2015.
From 2006 to 2007, he was executive associate dean and director
of outreach for the College of Architecture at Texas A&M University
in College Station. As an independent architect, he has designed
works located in Peru, Belgium and Texas. He earned his doctorate in
architecture from Delft University of Technology in the Netherlands.

MOWAT
MELLON
FELLOWSHIP
Megan Heffernan,
assistant professor
of English, was
awarded a full-year
Mowat Mellon
fellowship at the
Folger Shakespeare
Library to support
work on her
project “Willing
Minds: Gathered Writing, Material Epistemology,
and the Early Modern Poetic Imagination.”
This project recovers the formal dimensions of
handpress-era books by tracing the development of
the poetry collection as a tool for managing a new
abundance of English lyrics. Heffernan will be in
residence at the Folger as a Mowat Mellon Longterm Fellow during the 2016-17 academic year.

DEPAUL NIGHT AT THE ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO

BOREN AND FULBRIGHT SCHOLARS
Three LAS alumni and current students received awards in
the 2015-16 Fulbright US Student Competition. Another two
students won a Boren Award for International Study. Fulbright
winners include Salma Ghalyoun (International Studies ’15)
and Margo Steinhaus (International Studies ‘16), both of
whom won English teaching assistantship grants for travel to
Turkey. Hannah Eboh (Geography ’15) won a Fulbright Study/
Research grant for travel to Dominica. Senior Joe Bencomo
won a Boren Scholarship to study Arabic in Jordan for an
academic year. Shaza Loutfi (Political Science, French ’16)
won a Boren Fellowship to perform an educational needs
assessment of urban Syrian refugees in Turkey’s cities.

IN MEMORIAM: ELLIN M. KELLY
Ellin M. Kelly, professor emerita in the
Department of English, died Feb. 20 in
Evanston, Ill., at the age of 91. Ellin joined the
faculty in 1968 and taught until her retirement
in 1992. She was a scholar of the life and
works of St. Elizabeth Ann Seton, founder of
the Daughters of Charity of St. Vincent de
Paul. For many years, Ellin volunteered for
DePaul’s Special Collections and Archives,
bringing the precision of a scholar to her
accessioning work. She generously established
the Ellin M. Kelly, Ph.D. Endowed British
Literature Award, a scholarship for advanced
students of British literature. A celebration of
her life was held on campus on June 3, where
emeritus English faculty Stanley Damberger
and Kathryn DeGraff, retired head of Special
Collections and Archives, shared their
memories of their colleague.

BYZANTINE STUDIES DIRECTOR
Elena Boeck, professor of history of art
and architecture, has been appointed
2016-17 director of Byzantine studies at
Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and
Collections in Washington, D.C., Harvard
University’s internationally renowned
center for the study of Byzantine
and pre-Columbian civilizations and
of landscape architecture. Boeck
specializes in the arts of the medieval
Mediterranean world.

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY
AWARD

FRENCH LANGUAGE AND CULTURE AWARD

Ellin M. Kelly in 1986, with Stanley Damberger, professor emeritus of English
(Photo credit: Special Collections and Archives, DePaul University Library)
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On May 26, the Art Institute of Chicago (AIC) welcomed all DePaul
students, faculty and staff to DePaul University Night. This is the first of a
series of events for the DePaul community resulting from a new partnership
with the AIC launched by LAS. Faculty and students from across the
university offered short lectures in several galleries, discussing masterpieces
and highlighting critical competencies needed in a variety of disciplines.
For example, Craig Klugman, bioethicist and medical anthropologist in the
College of Science and Health, used Edward Hopper’s iconic painting “The
Nighthawks” to discuss visual thinking strategies in the health professions.
Painting professor Matthew Girson discussed several artists’ strategies for
representing light in oil paint, and Jackie Mann, an anthropology and art
history double major, discussed how an ancient fragment of mosaic floor
reflects its multicultural region. The Hunter Diamond Trio, from the DePaul
School of Music, gave a special jazz performance in the Modern Wing.

Clara Orban, professor of French and Italian, received the
rank of Chevalier dans l’Ordre des Palmes Académiques
in recognition of her academic career and involvement in
French language and culture. The Palmes Académiques is
a national order of France for distinguished academics and
figures in the world of culture and education. She is pictured
here with Vincent Floreani, consul general of France.

The American Association of
Geographers (AAG) has awarded
DePaul’s Department of Geography
its inaugural AAG Award for
Program Excellence. This award honors a geography bachelor’s degree
program at a U.S. college or university that has enhanced significantly the
prominence and reputation of geography as a discipline and demonstrated
the characteristics of a strong and engaged academic unit. DePaul’s
Department of Geography was chosen in part for “developing a curriculum
that advances urban social justice, community service, and geotechnology,
diversifying its faculty membership and student body and engaging in
local, national and international scholarly debates and research.”
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DePaul University
Office of Advancement
1 E. Jackson Blvd.
Chicago, IL 60604-2201

YOUR GIFT MAKES A

DIFFERENCE

DePaul’s mission centers on providing access to educational opportunities, teaching and
learning, and engaging society. Your support helps DePaul secure the resources needed
to fund the university’s most pressing needs, including financial aid and scholarships that
attract and retain academically talented students from Chicago and around the world.

SUPPORT DEPAUL UNIVERSITY
College of Liberal Arts and
Social Sciences
Support leading scholars, campus
facilities and resources, and
scholarships for students in the College
of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences.

General Scholarship Fund
Continue DePaul’s commitment
to being accessible to all
students by helping fund needbased scholarships.

Fund for DePaul
Make an immediate impact
through an unrestricted gift
applied to DePaul’s areas of
greatest need, ranging from
scholarships to programs.

Visit alumni.depaul.edu/newsletter
to make your gift now.
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